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ABSTRACT

This Monte Carlo study compared the performance of predictive

discriminant analysis (PDA) and that of logistic regression (LR)

for the two-group classification problem. Prior probabilities were

used for classification, but the cost of misclassification was

assumed to be equal. The study used a fully crossed three-factor

experimental design (with 200 replications in each cell): sample

size, prior probabilities, and equal/unequal covariance matrices.

Two data patterns were simulated to provide a replication mechanism

within the study. The major findings are: 1) PDA and LR have

comparable performance for two groups with equal prior

probabilities; 2)for two groups with unequal prior probabilities,

LR minimizes the error rate for the smaller group, and PDA

minimizes the error rate of the larger and the total sample.

Consistency was observed across the two data patterns. The

findings reveal a picture about PDA and LR which seems to be more

complicated than typically portrayed in the literature.

Limitations of the study were noted, and future directions were

suggested.
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In social and behavioral sciences in general, and in education

(e.g., for the problem of school dropout) and psychology (e.g., for

identifying those with certain pathological symptoms) in

particular, there is often the need to classify individuals into

different groups, or to predict an individual's group membership,

based on a battery of measurements. Both discriminant analysis and

logistic regression have been the popular statistical tools for

this purpose (Yarnold, Hart, & Soltysik, 1994). The relative

efficacy of these two statistical methods under different data

conditions, however, has been an issue of debate (e.g., Barcin,

1991; Dattalo, 1994; Dey & Astin, 1993). Prior to exploring the

relevant issues in some detail, some readers may appreciate a brief

review of the two statistical methods. Additional details about

these methods are provided elsewhere (cf. Hosmer, 1989; Huberty,

1994).

Brief Review of the Two Methods

Predictive Discriminant Analysis for Two Groups

As discussed by Huberty (1994), in social and behavioral

science research, discriminant analysis (DA) is often used for two

purposes: to describe major group differences (descriptive

discriminant analysis, DDA), and to classify subjects into groups,

i.e., to predict subjects' group membership (predictive

discriminant analysis, PDA). In DDA, the researcher is primarily

interested in gaining insights about how the variables explain the

group differences. In PDA, the primary interest is in how

accurately subjects can be classified into different groups based

on a set of measurements. This study focuses on PDA, and its

application for the two-group problem.
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Suppose multiple measurements (X: XI, Xp) are taken for

two populations: nl and n2. The multiple measurements are from

joint multivariate normal distributions, with population parameters

being (abE) and (nbE) respectively for the two populations. In

other words, the two populations have different population means

(uI, lb) on the multiple measurements, but they have the common

covariance matrix (E). For these two populations, a function, y,

can be formed by linearly combining the original multiple

measurements X as follows:

)(=a1(=a0(1+a2X2+_+a0Cp

If we set the linear coefficients to the following:

al= (Ili -1-12). E.'

Then we have the linear composite y:

Y= a (11 -112)1 E4 X

(1)

(2)

The linear function (2) above is known as Fisher's linear

discriminant function, and the vector al contains the discriminant

function coefficients which combine the original measurements X

into the linear composite y. The most important characteristic of

this linear function is that, the ratio of between-group variance

to within-group variance on this function y is maximized (Johnson &

Wichern, 1988; Kshirsagar, 1972). In essence, the Fisher's linear

discriminant function translates the two multivariate populations

(n1 and n2) into two univariate populations, and the two univariate

population means are maximally separated relative to the within-

group population variance on the linear composite I.

Because maximum separation between the two population means is

5
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achieved on y, this linear discrimination function can be used for

classification. For this purpose, we need to find the midpoint

between the two population means on X. Because the means of

populations nl and n2 on X are:

t21e=a'14, 122y--=e1-12,

The midpoint (m) between the two population means on y is:

m= 1/20-tiv +1120

= (a g1+ a' p2) GO

= a (I11+ 112)

Once this midpoint is identified, classification for new

observations is straightforward and easily implemented as follows

(Huberty, 1994; Johnson & Wichern, 1988):

For a new observation with measurements xi,

Classify xi to population It1, if yi=a'xim

Classify xi- to population ns, if y1=a'x1<m

(4)

where a' is defined in (1). Alternatively, the classification rule

above can be expressed as:

Classify xi to population ns, if yi=alxi-m
(5)

Classify xi to population n2, if y1=a'x1-m<0

This classification rule essentially says that if the linear

composite score of the new observation is closer to the mean

composite score for Population 1, classify this observation to

Group 1; otherwise classify this observation into Group 2 (Huberty,

1994, p. 138). The classification rule in (5), however, assumes

both equal prior probabilities (equal proportions) of the two
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populations nt and n2, and equal cost of misclassification for the

two populations. When the prior probabilities of the two

populations and the cost of misclassification are not equal for the

two populations, a classification rule should take these two

factors into account in order to achieve optimal results (Johnson &

Wichern, 1988).

In many research situations in education and psychology, prior

probabilities are actually far from being equal (e.g., to predict

school dropouts vs. graduates; to classify subjects into a normal

group vs. a pathological group). In the same vein, there are many

situations in which the consequences of misclassification for the

two populations is quite different. A linear classification rule

which takes into consideration of both unequal prior probabilities

and unequal cost of misclassification for the two populations is

sometimes known as the Anderson's classification function (Johnson

& Wichern, 1988), and this function takes the form:

Classify xi to population ni, if

a ix. m In RES-12) (1-'1)]

c(211) pi

Otherwise, classify xi into population n2.

(6)

In the classification function above, Q(112) is the cost of

misclassifying a n2 member into no and z(211) is the cost of

misclassifying a nl member into n2. El2 is the prior probability of

n2, and pi is the prior probability of n" It is easy to see that,

if the cost of misclassification is equal for the two populations,
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and the prior probability for the two populations is the same, the

right side of the equation becomes ln[1]=0, thus (6) becomes (5).

In other words, this Anderson classification function is a more

general classification function which subsumes the classification

rule (5). In the present study, the cost of misclassification for

the two populations is assumed to be equal, but the prior

probabilities for the two populations may differ. So the

classification rule used in the present study of PDA is the

following:

P2
Classify xi to population TC 1 , if aixi m In ()

/91

otherwise, classify xi into population n2.

(7)

Readers may have noticed that all the formulas presented so

far involve population parameters only. In real research

situations, a researcher only has the sample statistics. For

sample classification rules comparable to all those presented

above, simply substitute and i2 (sample mean vectors) for mi and

p, and substitute S led (pooled sample covariance matrix) for E.

Logistic Regression

Given two populations with group membership as a dichotomous

variable, the problem of classification can also be accomplished

through logistic regression (LR). While discriminant analysis is

part of the general linear model (GLM) (Knapp, 1978; Fan, 1996;

Thompson, 1991), logistic regression is not, because it models the

nonlinear probabilistic function of the dichotomous variable

(Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1989). A graphic example of such a

function is presented in Figure 1 for the case of one predictor

8
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variable. It should be noted that, because this probabilistic

function is nonlinear, the increment on the function X associated

with a unit increase in the independent variable X will not be

constant across all the ranges of X (Cleary & Angel, 1984).

Insert Figure 1 about here

Given a binary (dichotomous) outcome variable X (Y=1,2), such

as group membership in a two-group situation, and a battary of

measurements on the set of continuous variables X (X: X1, X2,...,

Xp), the probability of belonging to one group (e.g., Y=2) can be

modeled through:

e(P/A)

where f3'X=130+131X1+132X2+...+PpXp, and X is the probability of an

observation belonging to Group 2. Alternatively; (7) can be

expressed as:

loge ( ) pfx = 130 p1x1 p2x2
1 Y

(7)

(8)

While the estimation of linear discriminant function

parameters (A' in Equation 2)can be accomplished analytically based

on ordinary least squares procedures, the estimation of logistic

regression model parameters (fl' in Equation 7) cannot be obtained

analytically, because there is no closed form solution.

Consequently, maximum likelihood estimators for logistic,regression
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model are obtained iteratively, which requires much more intensive

computation than the least squares procedure for linear

discriminant function. This has been considered as a practical

disadvantage of LR by some researchers (e.g., Cleary & Angel,

1984). But with the ever-increasing computing power available to

almost all researchers nowadays, the relevance of this argument is

probably diminishing rapidly.

Once the logistic regression model (7) is established, i.e.,

the parameters in the model are properly estimated (A'), the model

is frequently used for making predictions for new observations.

Predicting a binary outcome (e.g., group membership for two groups)

for an observation with & is straightforward: classify ICa into

Group 2 if the predicted probability is large, and classify the

observation into Group 1 if the predicted probability is small.

The problem is to determine the cutoff point for the predicted

probability above which & will be classified into Group 2, and

below which XI will be classified into Group 1. In many

situations, when the two groups are approximately equal in terms of

their population proportions, 0.5 is often chosen as the cutoff

point. When information about the_prior probabilities of the

groups is available, such information should be used in

classification. For example, if in a student population, 20% of

students require remedial education for passing the minimum

competency test (Group 2), and the other 80% do not (Group 2), this

information of prior probabilities can be used to set the cutoff

point in the prediction rule (see Neter, Wasserman, & Kutner, 1989,

pp. 609-611, for more discussion on this topic).

In addition to the prior probabilities, the cost of

10
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misclassification for the two groups should also be considered in

the classification rule. In the present study, equal cost of

misclassification is assumed for the two groups, and this issue is

not explored. Readers interested in this issue should consult

other sources (e.g., Johnson & Wichern, 1988).

Issues in Comparing PDA and LR for Classification Accuracy

Since both PDA and LR can be used for predicting or

classifying individuals into different groups based on a set of

measurements, a logical question often asked is: how do the two

techniques compare with each other? In the literature, there has

been quite some discussion about the relative merits of these two

different techniques (e.g., Dattalo, 1994; Fraser, Jensen, Kiefer,

& Popuang, 1994; Wilson & Hardgrave, 1995).

Theoretically, PDA is considered as having more stringent data

assumptions. Two prominent assumptions for PDA are multivariate

normality of data, and homogeneity of the covariance matrices of

the groups (Johnson & Wichern, 1988; Stevens, 1996). However, it

is not entirely clear what consequences the violation of these

assumptions have on PDA analysis results. LR, on the other hand,

is considered relatively free of these stringent data assumptions

(Cox & Snell, 1989; Neter, et al., 1989; Tabachnick & Fidell,

1996). Although there is no strong logical reason to expect the

superiority of one technique over the other in classification

accuracy when the assumptions for PDA hold, it would be reasonable

to expect that LR should have the upper hand when some of these

assumptions for PDA are not tenable (Neter, et al., 1989;

Tabachnick & Fidell, 1996).

Research findings about the relative performance of these two

11
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methods appear to be inconsistent. With regard to data normality,

Efron (1975) showed that under the optimal data condition of

multivariate normality and equal covariance matrices for the

groups, linear discriminant function is more economical and more

efficient than logistic regression. When the data are not

multivariate normal, results from some simulation studies (e.g.,

Baron, 1991; Bayne, Beauchamp, Kane, & McCabe, 1984) indicated that

LR performed better than PDA. This finding, however, has not been

unequivocally supported by the studies which compared the two

techniques by using extant data sets, because quite a few studies

involving actual nonnormal data sets suggested very little

practical difference between the two techniques (e.g., Cleary &

Angel, 1984; Dey & Astin, 1993; Meshbane & Morris, 1996).

With regard to the condition of equal covariance matrices for

PDA, there appears to be a lack of empirical studies to compare the

relative performance of PDA and LR when this condition does not

hold. Researchers seem to assume that LR should be the method of

choice when the two groups do not have equal covariance matrices

(Harrell & Lee, 1985; Press & Wilson, 1978). Several studies which

involved extant data sets did not suggest that PDA's performance

would suffer appreciably because the assumption was violated

(Knoke, 1982; Meshbane & Morris, 1996). No one seems to have

specifically manipulated this condition in simulation studies to

examine its effect on the performance of PDA and LR.

Relative performance of PDA and LR under different sample size

conditions is also an issue of interest. Viewed from the

perspective of statistical estimation in general, maximum

likelihood estimators (as in LR) tend to require larger samplesrto-

12
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achieve stable results than ordinary least square estimators (as in

PDA). Inconsistent results have been reported about the relative

performance of the two techniques with regard to sample size

conditions. For example, in a simulation study, Harrell and Lee

(1985) implied that PDA performed better under small sample size

conditions. The Johnson and Seshia (1992) showed that, when the

techniques were applied to real data sets, the findings did not

clearly show that this was the case.

In addition to the three issues (data normality, equal

covariance matrices, sample size), another issue which has

attracted relatively little attention in the literature is the

situation when two groups have drastically different proportions in

a population, and the effect of this condition on the

classification accuracy of PDA and LR. Neter, et al., (1989, p.

582) pointed out that, even for a valid logistic regression model,

the middle range of the probabilistic function (say, .25 - .75) is

practically linear (see Figure 1). This implies that in situations

where the prior probabilities for the two groups are approximately

equal, thus the cutoff point is in the middle range of the

probabilistic function, it may make very little practical

difference whether PDA or LR is used for classification.

On the other hand, when the prior probabilities are

drastically different (e.g., .10 vs. .90 for two groups), the

probabilistic function becomes more nonlinear in the extreme

ranges, and consequently, logistic regression model may be

theoretically better than linear discriminant function. This

argument was echoed by other researchers (e.g., Cleary & Angel,

1984; Dey & Astin, 1993vPress & Wilson, 1978). The issue-that LR

13
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should perform better than PDA in situations where prior

probabilities for the two groups are drastically different has

rarely been investigated empirically.

The inconsistent results in the literature may partially be

attributable to the nonsystematic approach used in many studies

which used single or a couple extant sample data sets to compare

the two techniques (e.g., Angel & Cleary, 1984; Dey & Astin, 1993;

Knoke, 1982; Press & Wilson, 1978; Wilson & Hardgrave, 1995;).

Unfortunately, the insight such studies could offer about these

issues is limited, and the degree of internal and external validity

of the findings of these studies is generally not high, for reasons

to be discussed momentarily. Even studies which involved multiple

extant data sets (e.g., Meshbane & Morris, 1996) did not shed as

much light on the issues as they appeared to.

There are several reasons for the limited internal and

external validity of these studies. First, using extant data sets

gives researchers no control of data characteristics, thus making

it impossible to systematically investigate the impact of each

individual factor, because in extant data sets, the effects of

these relevant factors are often hopelessly confounded with each

other. Second, most of these studies did not provide enough

information about the data characteristics, making it very

difficult to synthesize the results across studies. For these

reasons, simulation studies with strong experimental control will

be useful to assess the effects of these relevant factors.

Methods

This study considered three of the four issues discussed

above: homogeneity of covariance matrices, sample size, and prior
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probabilities. Both because data normality condition has received

the most attention in previous research, and for the reason of

keeping the study manageable, data non-normality was not examined

in the present study.

Design

A fully crossed three-factor experimental design represented

graphically by Figure 2 was implemented for each of the two data

structure patterns described in Table 1.

Insert Figure 2 about here

Insert Table 1 about here

In Table 1, the first data structure is arbitrarily

determined. The second data structure was adapted from a real data

structure presented by Stevens (1996, p. 268, for the first and the

fourth groups). The two data structure patterns differ in the

number of predictors (3 vs. 8 correlated predictors respectively),

and in the correlation pattern among the variables. In Table 1,

the degrees of group separation in the multivariate space, as

measured by the Mahalanobis distance [D2= (A1-A2) E-1011-A2 ) ] are

also included.

The three factors manipulated under each data pattern were:

sample size (4 levels: 60, 100, 200, 400), equality of covariance

matrices (2 levels: equal, unequal), and prior probabilities for

Group 1 and Group 2 (three levels: 0.50:0.50, 0.25:0.75, and

0.10:0.90). The fully crossed design for the two data structure

patterns, with 200 replications in each cell, required the

generation and model-fitting of 9600 ([4x2x3x200]x2) samples. The

15
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fully crossed design allows for systematic assessment of the impact

of the three factors on the classification accuracy of PDA and LR.

Although no theoretical guidelines are available about what is

a small or a large sample size for the purpose of classification

for the two methods, the review of Meshbane and Morris (1996) of 32

real research data sets used for two-group classification has

sample sizes ranging from 100 to 285. Compared with these 32 data

sets, the sample size conditions specified in this study (60, 100,

200, 400) could be considered as ranging from relatively small to

moderately large.

The degree of inequality of covariance matrices (Es) between

the two groups was specified a priori as one group having variances

approximately 2-4 times larger than the other group'. Also, in

this study, when both covariance matrices and group proportions

were unequal, the group with smaller proportion has smaller

variances on the predictor variables. The specification of unequal

Es in this fashion, however, reduced the degree of group separation

(D2), as indicated by the Mahalanobis distances in Table 1. So

this factor (equal or unequal Es) was confounded by the factor of

group zeparation. Such confounding will be more fully discuSsed in-

the Results and DisCussio s section later in the paper.

The three prior probability (population proportions)

conditions started from equal probabilities for the two groups

(0.50:0.50) to the extreme of 0.10:0.90. The specification of

these prior probabilities was motivated by the consideration that

I Note.- When variances (02) are unequal across the two
groups, so will be the covariances (chj), since all = rij ai

16
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PDA and LR may be minimally different in classification in the

middle range of the probabilistic function, but the LR may model

the extreme range better than PDA. The respective classification

error rates of PDA and LR under these data conditions were obtained

from each of the 200 samples within each cell, and their

performance was compared based on the classification error rates.

Data Source and Model fittina

Data generation was accomplished by using the SAS normal data

generator. Multivariate normal data were simulated through the

matrix decomposition procedure (Kaiser & Dickman, 1962) and

appropriate linear transformations. For each sample, first a

pseudo-population was generated which was 20 times larger than the

size of the sample. This pseudo-population had the exact

proportions of the two groups under the three prior probability

conditions (0.50:0.50, 0.25:0.75, and 0.10:0.90). Once this

pseudo-population was generated, a simple random sample of a

specified sample size (60, 100, 200, or 400) was drawn from this

pseudo-population. In other words, although the population

proportions of the groups were exactly specified, the sample

proportions were not exact. This procedure models the research

reality: sample proportion varies around the population proportion

within the limits of sampling error.

Although statistical inference assumes an infinite population

from which a sample is drawn, as Glass and Hopkins (1996, p. 224)

point out, when the sampling fraction n/N =.05 or less (n: sample

size; N: finite population size), the precision of statistical

inferences would not be affected. This consideration motivated the

decision of generating a pseudo-population 20 times larger than the

17
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sample size.

Once a sample was drawn, the sample data were fitted to both

the linear discriminant analysis model and the logistic regression

model, and the classification error rates from the two models were

obtained. For PDA, SAS RPOC DISCRIM was used for model fitting,

and the linear classification rule with the appropriate prior

probabilities was used in the classification. For LR, SAS PROC

LOGISTIC was used for LR model fitting, and the prior probability

for the modeled group (logistic regression models the probabilistic

function of one of the two groups) was specified for the

classification. The classification error rates for the two groups

as well as for the total sample under both PDA and LR were

collected and saved in a SAS data file for later analyses.

Because both PDA and LR classification contains upward bias,

due to the fact that the model estimation and classification are

done on the same sample, bias-corrected classification error rates

for the two methods were used in the present study. For PDA, the

bias correction was achieved through the leave-one-out approach

(Huberty, 1994; Lachenbruch, 1967), which is often known as

"jackknifing" in the context PDA (Johnson & Wichern, 1988). For LR,

due to the intensive computation involved, to fit the model for

each observation could be computationally expensive (Knoke, 1982;

SAS Institute, 1997, p. 461). Instead of the leave-one-out

strategy, the SAS PROC LOGISTIC program implements a less expensive

one-step algebraic approximation for correcting the upward bias.

Interested readers are referred to the original source for this

bias correction (SAS Institute, 1997, pp. 461-468).

The programming of the simulation study was accomplished

18
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through a combination of SAS Macro language, SAS PROC IML

(interactive matrix language), and SAS statistical procedures, in

SAS Window Version 6.12 (SAS Institute, 1997).

Results and Discussions

It turns out that the results are not as straightforward as

what our literature review led us to believe. In the following

sections, the relevant results will be presented with regard to the

effects of the three factors (prior probabilities, un/equal

covariance matrices, and sample size) on the classification

accuracy of PDA and LR. Wherever appropriate, interpretations and

implications of the findings are discussed.

Prior Probabilities for the Two Groups

Table 2 presents the mean classification error rates for Group

1 (the group which is equal or the smaller of the two). As

discussed in the literature review section, it is expected that LR

would perform better than PDA as this group's proportion becomes

smaller, because LR is believed to be better in modeling the

probabilistic function at the extreme. The results in Table 2

indicated that this expectation was confirmed by the results from

both data structure patterns.

Insert Table 2 about here

In the top half of Table 2 (Data Structure Pattern 1), when

covariance matrices are equal, and the two groups have equal

population proportions (priors=0.50, equal Es), PDA and LR have

approximately equal classification error rates for this group

(10%). But as the Group 1 proportion becomes more extreme, the

19
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PDA's error rate increased rapidly (about 20% for prior=.25; about

35% for prior=.10), while LR's classification error rate is

relatively stable (about 11% for prior=.25; about 13% for

priors=.10, for larger sample sizes). Even under smaller sample

size conditions (n=60, 100), LR still performed considerably better

than PDA. The same phenomenon is observed for the second data

structure pattern: PDA and LR have comparable classification error

rates for prior=.50, but LR performed better than PDA when the

prior became smaller.

In Table 2, under the condition of unequal Es, both PDA and LR

performed worse than they did under equal Es. However, the readers

are reminded that this condition is confounded with that of group

separation to some degree: the specification of unequal Es in the

present study actually reduced the group separation. As a result,

it is expected that the performance of both PDA and LR would

suffer. A close look at Table 2 reveals that LR's error rates for

unequal Es are relatively close to those under equal Es under

larger sample size conditions (n=200, 400), indicating very minor

effect of unequal Es on LR for this smaller group. On the other

hand, PDA's performance in classifying the smaller group members

under unequal Es becomes substantially worse than under equal Es,

and than LR, with error rates reaching as high as high as 90%. The

only exception is that better PDA performance is seen for unequal

Es and the priors=0.50. It should be noted that there is a high

degree of consistency across the two data structure patterns,

making the observation less likely to be a "fluke" caused by a
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particular data structure.

The findings above indicate that, if prior probabilities are

known to be approximately equal, the choice of PDA and LR is

probably not that important. But when the prior probabilities are

known to be unequal to a considerable degree, and we are concerned

about the accurate classification of the members of the amallar

group, LR appears to be the method of choice, whether or not the

condition of equal Es is met.

Table 3 presents the classification error rates for Group 2,

the group which is equal or larger of the two. The findings

observed in Table 2 are reversed here: PDA performed approximately

equally well as LR for priors=.50, but performed substantially

better than LR for priors>.50, whether or not the equal Es

condition is met. Again, this observation is consistent across the

two data structure patterns.

Insert Table 3 about here

The opposite results in Table 2 and Table 3 regarding the

efficacy of PDA and LR appear to indicate that, when the groups

have unequal proportions, for classification methods such as PDA

and LR, one group's loss may often be the other group's gain. In

other words, for a given data pattern, choose one technique for

minimizing one group's classification error may often mean

increasing the classification error for the other group. Which

method to choose may have to depend on the consequences of

misclassification for the groups involved.

Table 4 presents the total classification error rates for both
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groups combined. There appear to be two noteworthy observations.

First, when the two groups have equal prior probabilities

(0.50:0.50), PDA and LR have comparable total classification error

rates for both equal and unequal Es conditions, except that LR has

slightly higher error rates when sample size is small (e.g., n=60).

But when the two groups have known prior probabilities unequal to

an appreciable degree (0.25:0.75, 0.10:0.90), PDA has lower total

classification error rate than LR for all conditions examined in

this study, although the difference may be small (e.g., for priors

of 0.25:0.75).

Insert Table 4 about here

Sample Size

In general, sample size appears to have minor influence on the

classification accuracy for PDA and LR. A close look at Table 2 to

Table 4 indicates that LR showed slightly higher classification

error rates when the sample was small (e.g., n=60). PDA

classification error rates, on the other hand, showed little

influence of sample size. This observation agrees with theoretical

expectations; PDA requires smaller sample sizes for ordinary least

squares solution of PDA function coefficients (a,), while LR

requires larger sample sizes for its maximum likelihood solution of

regression coefficients (pi).

Bomogeneity of Covariance Matrices

As discussed previously, it is often difficult to separate the

effect of unequal Es with that of group separation. Obviously, the
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specification of unequal Es in this study reduced the separation of

the two groups in the multivariate space. For this reason, the

interpretation for the difference between equal vs. unequal Es for

PDA and LR is confounded with the factor of group separation.

For example, in Table 2, for priors=0.25 under Data Structure

Pattern 1, and for n=100, the error rates are 0.20 (PDA) and 0.12

(LR) respectively for Equal Es. Foi-Unequal Es and for the same

prior=0.25, the error rates are 0.53 (PDA) and 0.16 (LR)

respectively. If there were no confounding of group separation, we

could conclude that PDA performed much worse than LR for unequal Es

than it did for equal Es. But due to the confounding, we could

also say that PDA performed much worse than LR for smaller group

separation than it did for larger group separation. For this

reason, our interpretation of the effect of unequal Es will be

qualified as "the effect of unequal Es/smaller group separation".

Table 2 for the smaller group classification error rates shows

1) for equal priors for the two groups (priors=.50), PDA performed

slightly better than LR for the condition of unequal Es/smaller

group separation; 2) when p.rior probability become smaller

(priors=.25, .10), PDA's performance rapidly deteriorated under

unequal Es/smaller group separation, with its classification error

reaching unacceptable levels ; 3) although the condition of unequal

Es/smaller group separation would also affect LR, its performance

was much better than. that of PDA for the smaller group.

What was observed in Table 2 regarding unequal Zs/smaller

group separation for the smaller group was reversed in Table 3 for
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the larger group, parallel to the condition of prior probabilities.

Here we see the same phenomenon of "one group's loss is another

group's gain% For the larger group (priors=.75, .90), PDA's

performance turns out to be noticeably better than LR's under the

condition of unequal Es/smaller group separation, contrary to the

observation from Table 2 about the smaller group.

If one is concerned about total classification error rate

across groups under the condition of unequal Es/smaller group

separation, Table 4 shows that PDA performs better than LR in

general, except for equal prior probability (prior=.50). The

better performance of PDA as measured by the total classification

error rate is more obvious as the prior probabilities for the two

groups become more different. Again, consistency is observed for

both data structure patterns.

Sources of Variation of the Classification Error Rates

To better understand the extent to which each factor examined

in this study has contributed to the variation of Classification

error, analysis of variance was conducted to partition the variance

of the classification error. Table 5 presents the results of this

variance partitioning both for the separate error rates of the two

groups (smaller and larger groups), and that for the total sample.

For Group 1 (equal or smaller group), for both the data

structure patterns, the largest contributor to the variation of the

classification error rate is the prior probability, accounting for

22% and 30% of total variance respectively for the two data

patterns. Also, both method factor (PDA vs. LR) and covariance

factor (equal vs. unequal Es) caused considerable amounts of
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variation in the classification error rate. In addition, the

sizable interaction term between prior probability and

classification method (P*M) indicates that the influence of prior

probability is not uniform for the two methods, as was evident in

Table 2. As discussed previously (Table 2), for this group, LR

performed relatively well for all the conditions of prior

probability, while PDA performed poorly when the prior probability

became smaller.

For Group 2, as well as for the total error rate, the most

prominent source for the variation of error rate is the factor of

equal/unequal Es condition, and this observation is consistent for

both data structure patterns. For Group 2, the prior probability,

the method, and the interaction between the two also account for

sizable portions of the variance. For the total classification

error rate, however, the influence of prior probability and

classification method played a relatively minor roles. It is also

obvious that sample size does not have any obvious impact on the

classification error rate for either group or for the total error

rate, although previous discussion about Table 2 to Table 4

revealed that it might be a factor for LR, especially when sample

size is relatively small. It should be noted that for the balanced

design implemented in this study, the partitioned variance for all

the sources (including interaction terms) are orthogonal, i.e.,

they are additive to a total of 100%.

Practical Implications of the Results

The previous results (Table 2 to Table 5) and the discussion

revealed some phenomena not well documented in the literature. As

discussed in literature review section, the issue of prior
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probabilities has rarely been examined, nor has the issue of

unequal Es (although this condition is confounded by group

separation to some extent in this study). Almost all previous

studies focused on the situation where the two groups have

approximately equal proportions, or the two groups' proportions are

not drastically different (e.g., Meshbane & Morris, 1996; Press &

Wilson, 1978). This, probably, is the major reason that many

studies came to the conclusion that the two methods do not have

obvious practical differences in their performance (e.g., Dattalo,

1994; Dey & Astin, 1993; Meshbane & Morris, 1996). While this

general conclusion is supported by the findings of this study for

prior=0.50 condition (equal proportions of the two groups), the

picture is far more complicated than that.

When the two groups do not have approximately equal

proportions, as is very common in educational and psychological

research (e.g., in education, predicting those who may need

remedial education, or those who may drop out of school; in

psychology, predicting those who may develop some sort of

psychological disorder), the conclusion that the performance of two

methods is comparable can be quite misleading, as revealed in this

study. For the research practitioner, it is important to

understand the dynamics of these major variables so that an

informed choice between the two methods can be made.

As indicated by many previous studies, and supported by the

present study, for situations where the two groups have

approximately equal proportions, it may not make much practical

difference which of the two methods is chosen for the purpose of

classification, since they have similar classification accuracy.
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But for situations where the two groups have very unequal

proportions, the choice of one over the other can be quite

important, since the two methods may have very different

performance, depending on which group's classification error we are

most interested in minimizing.

If we are most concerned about minimizing the classification

error rate for the smaller group, as in a situation where the

consequence of misclassification for members of this group is more

serious (i.e, the cost of misclassification for this group is

higher) than that for the members of the larger group (e.g., to

identify subjects who may develop some type of disorder which can

be effectively treated, but which may cause long term psychological

damage if ignored), LR appears to be the method of choice (see

results in Table 2), regardless of whether the assumption of equal

Es can be met. Theoretically, LR is expected to model the

probabilistic function near the extreme range better than PDA

because of the curvilinear relationship between the predictors and

the probabilistic function at this range. The empirical findings

of this study confirmed this theoretical expectation.

On the other hand, if we are interested in minimizing the

misclassification rate for the larger group, PDA appears to be

preferable over LR (see the results in Table 3), for conditions of

equal/unequal Es. In the same vein, if we are interested in

minimizing the total classification error rate regardless of those

of the larger and smaller groups, PDA appears to be the preferred

method, because it has consistently lower overall classification

error rate.
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Limitations and Future Directions

Like many other studies, this study has its own limitations.

As discussed previously, the specification for unequal Es is, to

some extent, confounded by the degree of group separation. This

confounding makes it less clear how unequal Es has impacted the

performance of PDA and LR. Future studies may benefit from

isolating the effect of unequal Es on PDA and LR by specifying

conditions of unequal Es which will maintain or minimally change

the group separation. On the same note, group separation itself is

often considered as a another relevant factor which may affect the

performance of PDA and LR, as discussed by Harrell & Lee (1985).

This factor was not specifically addressed here. Although two

different data structure patterns were simulated, the two data

patterns were similar in the separation of the two groups (see

Table 1), thus limiting the generalizability of the findings to

some degree. Future research may consider data patterns more

varied on this and other dimensions.

Summary and Conclusions

This Monte Carlo study compared the performance of predictive

discriminant analysis (PDA) and that of logistic regression (LR)

for the two-group classification problem. A fully crossed three-

factor experimental design was used in this study: sample size

(four levels), prior probabilities (three levels), and condition of

covariance matrices (two levels). To reduce the likelihood of

chance discovery, two different data structure patterns were used:

an arbitrarily specified data pattern with three correlated

predictors, and a pattern modeled after real research data with
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eight correlated predictors.

Within each cell condition under each data structure pattern,

200 random samples were generated based on the specified population

parameters for the two groups, and PDA and LR were used to classify

the sample members into one of the two groups. Prior probabilities

for the two groups were used for both PDA and LR, but equal cost of

misclassification was assumed for the two groups. Classification

error rates for both groups as well as for the total sample were

collected ans saved for subsequent analyses. Bias correction

measures were implemented for the classification error rates for

both techniques (PDA and LR). The design of the experiment

required a total of 9600 random samples ([4x3x2x200]x2). The

results indicate the following:

1. When the two groups have approximately equal proportions, PDA

and LR appear to have comparable performance for the condition

of equal Es, and their performances differ slightly for the

condition of unequal Es.

2. When the two groups have very different proportions,

a) the choice of LR appears to minimize the classification error

rate for the smaller group, for both equal/unequal Es;

b) the choice of PDA appears to minimize the classification error

rate of the larger group, for both equal/unequal Es;

c) PDA appears to minimize the total classification error rate

for both equal/unequal Es.

3. Sample size appears to play a very minor role in the

classification accuracy of the two methods, except when LR is

used under small sample size conditions.
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Consistency was observed across the two data structure

patterns, making it less likely that the findings are chance

discoveries caused by the idiosyncracies of a particular data

structure. The results of this study reveals a picture about PDA

and LR which is more complicated than what has been typically

portrayed in the literature. The results show that the choice of

PDA and LR in research practice should be closely related to the

proportions of the groups. Furthermore, if possible, the cost of

misclassification for each group needs to be considered so as to

determine which group's classification error rate, or the total

error rate, should be minimized. These considerations are likely

to help the research practitioner to make an informed choice

between the two methods.
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Table 1

Two Data Structure Patterns Simulated in the Study

Data Structure 1,

X1 1.00
X2 0.30 1.00
X3 0.50 0.40 1.00

ILi 5.00 5.00 5.00a

A2 9.00 9.00 9.00b

02 4.00 4.00 4.00c
16.00 16.00 16.00d

Group Separattion (the Mahalanobis Distance: El2=6h1.0E461,110:

Equal Es: D2 = 6.70
Unequal Es: D2= 2.68 (for priors: 0.50:0.50)

Data Structure 2

X1 1.00
X2 0.45 1.00
X3 0.05 0.25 1.00
X4 0.35 0.05 0.25 1.00
X5 0.35 0.10 0.35 0.55 1.00
X6 0.05 0.25 0.50 0.15 0.40 1.00
X7 -.35 0.05 0.40 0.15 0.30 0.41 1.00
X8 0.30 0.30 0.50 0.35 0.60 0.50 0.45 1.00

All 12.50 15.00 15.95 12.65 12.15 14.15 18.20 15.20a

122 11.40 14.25 15.00 11.30 12.90 15.00 19.20 1450b

Cf
2 1.00 2.00 2.00 1.50 1.20 2.00 2.50 2.00c

CY
2 4.00 6.00 3.00 4.50 4.80 6.00 7.50 800d

Group Separattion (the Mahalanobis Distance: D2..(p1-iih)'E4611112):

Equal Es: D2 = 6.80

Unequal Es: D2= 3.26 (for priors: 0.50:0.50)

a Mean vector for Group 1.
Mean vector for Group 2.
For the condition of equal covariance matrices, this set of
variances is used for bAlth groups.
For the condition of unequal covariance matrices, this set of
variances is used for Group 2, and the set above is used for
Group 1.
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Table 2

Classification Error Rates for Group 1 (Equal or Smaller Group)

Data structure Pattern 3 Sample Size

Priors Method 60 100 200 400

0.50 Equal PDA 11 (05) 10 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

LR 12 (05) 11 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

0.25 PDA 21 (11) 20 (08) 20(06) 20 (04)

LR 15 (08) 12 (06) 11 (03) 11 (02)

0.10 PDA 40 (25) 35 (18) 33 (11) 33 (07)

LR 28 (22) 18 (11) 13 (06) 11 (04)

0.50 Unequal PDA 11 (06) 11 (05) 10 (03) 10 (02)

LR 17 (08) 16 (06) 15 (04) 15 (03)

0.25 PDA 54 (20) 53 (16) 53 (12) 53 (08)

LR 17 (12) 16 (09) 14 (06) 14 (04)

0.10 PDA 92 (13) 94 (11) 95 (06) 96 (04)

LR 27 (24) 20 (15) 16 (10) 14 (06)

Data Structure Pattern 2

0.50 Equal PDA 12 (06) 11 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

LR 15 (05) 12 (03) 11 (03) 10 (02)

0.25 PDA 24 (12) 22 (08) 21 (06) 19 (04)

LR 23 (09) 16 (06) 12 (04) 11 (03)

0.10 PDA 44 (24) 36 (15) 34 (11) 33 (07)

LR 40 (21) 29 (14) 17 (06) 12 (04)

0.50 Unequal PDA 12 (06) 12 (05) 11 (03) 11 (02)

LR 18 (07) 16 (06) 15 (04) 15 (03)

0.25 PDA 39 (17) 40 (13) 42 (09) 41 (07)

LR 22 (09) 19 (07) 16 (05) 15 (04)

0.10 PDA 79 (22) 82 (15) 83 (12) 84 (09)

LR 38 (24) 25 (14) 19 (10) 16 (05)

Note. Each table entry is the mean classification error rate
(standard deviation) based on the classification error rates of 200
random samples. Second place decimal point is omitted:
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Table 3

Classification Error Rates for Group 2 (Equal or Larger Group)

Data Structure Pattern X Sample Size

Priors Method 60 100 200 400

0.50 Equal PDA 11 (05) 10 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

LR 11 (05) 11 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

0.75 PDA 05 (03) 05 (02) 04 (02) 04 (01)

LR 11 (05) 10 (03) 10 (03) 10 (02)

0.90 PDA 02 (02) 02 (01) 02 (01) 02 (01)

LR 09 (06) 09 (05) 09 (03) 09 (02)

0.50 Unequal PDA 28 (07) 27 (05) 26 (04) 26 (02)

LR 24 (07) 24 (06) 23 (04) 23 (03)

0.75 PDA 11 (03) 10 (02) 10 (02) 09 (01)

LR 24 (07) 24 (05) 24 (04) 23 (03)

0.90 PDA 03 (02) 02 (01) 02 (01) 01 (01)

LR 23 (09) 24 (07) 24 (05) 24 (04)

Data Structure Pattern 2

0.50 Equal PDA 12 (06) 11 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

LR 15 (05) 12 (04) 11 (03) 10 (02)

0.75 PDA 06 (03) 05 (02) 05 (02) 05 (01)

LR 12 (04) 10 (04) 10 (02) 10 (02)

0.90 PDA 03 (02) 02 (01) 02 (01) 02 (01)

LR 10 (04) 08 (04) 09 (03) 09 (02)

0.50 Unequal PDA 28 (07) 26 (06) 24 (04) 24 (03)

LR 25 (08) 23 (06) 22 (04) 21 (03)

0.75 PDA 13 (03) 11 (02) 10 (02) 09 (01)

LR 22 (07) 22 (06) 21 (03) 20 (03)

0.90 PDA 04 (02) 03 (01) 02 (01) 02 (01)

LR 19 (08) 21 (07) 20 (04) 21 (03)

Vote. Each table entry is the mean classification error rate
(standard deviation) based on the classification error rates of 200

random samples. Second place-decimal point is omitted.
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Table 4

Total Classification Error Rates (Both Groups)

Data Structure Pattern 1 Sample Size

Priors Method 60 100 200 400

.50:.50 Equal PDA 11 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02) 10 (02)

LR 12 (04) 11 (03) 10 (02) 10 (02)

.25:.75 PDA 09 (04) 09 (03) 08 (02) 08 (01)

LR 12 (04) 11 (03) 10 (02) 10 (02)

.10:.90 PDA 06 (03) 05 (02) 05 (01) 05 (01)

LR 10 (05) 10 (05) 10 (03) 10 (02)

.50:.50 Unequal PDA 19 (05) 19 (04) 18 (03) 18 (02)

LR 20 (05) 19 (05) 19 (03) 19 (02)

.25:.75 PDA 22 (06) 21 (04) 20 (03) 20 (02)

LR 22 (06) 22 (04) 21 (03) 21 (02)

.10:.90 PDA 11 (02) 11 (01) 11 (01) 11 (01)

LR 23 (09) 22 (06) 23 (05) 23 (03)

Data Structure Pattern 2

.50:.50 Equal PDA la (05) 11 (03) 10 (02) 10 (01)

LR 15 (04) 12 (03) 11 (02) 10 (01)

.25:.75 PDA 11 (04) 09 (03) 09 (02) 08 (01)

LR 14 (04) 12 (03) 11 (02) 10 (02)

.10:.90 PDA 07 (04) 06 (02) 05 (01) 05 (01)

LR 12 (04) 10 (04) 10 (03) 10 (02)

.50:.50 Unequal PDA 20 (05) 19 (04) 18 (03) 17 (02)

LR 21 (05) 19 (04) 18 (03) 17 (02)

.25:.75 PDA 20 (05) 18 (04) 18 (03) 17 (02)

LR 22 (05) 21 (05) 20 (03) 19 (02)

.10:.90 PDA 12 (03) 11 (02) 10 (01) 10 (01)

LR 20 (07) 21 (06) 20 (04) 21 (03)

Note. Each table entry is the mean classification error rate
(standard deviation) based on the classification error rates of 200

random samples. Second place decimal point is omitted.
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Table 5

Variance Partitioning for Classification Error Rates

Data Structure Pattern 1

Group 1 Group 2 TotalSource

Total R2 85.13 82.49 72.95

Prior (P) 22.14 14.00 3.73

Method (M) 18.22 15.96 5.95

Covariance E (C) 10.78 30.42 52.78

Sample Size (N) . . .

P * M 14.92 12.57 6.67

P * C 4.91 2.72 .

M * C 7.04 2.71 .

P * M * C 6.04 3.87 1.83

Data Structure Pattern 2

Total R2 79.14 79.53 67.30

Prior (P) 30.35 19.83 5.76

Method (M) 11.38 13.52 8.18

Covariance E (C) 7.20 27.84 43.39

Sample Size (N) 1.72 . 2.80

P * M 12.30 9.75 4.89

P * C 3.63 2.46 .

M * C 4.78 1.21

P * M * C 5.15 3.14

Note. 1) The tabled entries are the n2s:

n2 = [(Source Sum of Squares)/(Total Sum of Squares)] x 100

2) Those interaction terms which account for less than 1% of the
total variance are not listed. For a listed source, a dot is used
to indicate that it accounts for less than 1% of the total ,

variance.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Graphic Representation of the Study Design

Figure 2 Logistic Regression Function with One Predictor
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Figure 1

.50 : .50 .25 : .75 .10 : .90

Prior Probabilites of the Two Groups
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